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tributors	 and	 their	 works	 are	 selected	 for	
the	 breadth	 of	 their	 vision	 as	 well	 as	 their	
intimate	 knowledge	 of	 a	 specific	 country.	
IFIMES	 contributors	 work	 to	 enlighten	 de-
velopments	across	regions	–	the	Middle	East	
and	Southeast	Europe	–	as	well	 as	between	
countries.	 	 To	 those	 who	 believe	 that	 Iraq	
represents	 unique	 challenges	 or	 that	 Bos-
nia-Herzegovina	 is	 a	 one-off	 exception	 to	
global	 developments,	 IFIMES	 responds	 that	
informed	 observers	must	 identify	 both	 the	 shared	 and	 unique	
characteristics	of	each	situation	 to	gain	a	 full	understanding	of	
viable	policy	options.		The	reader	will	find	in	the	following	pages	
the	best	 thinking	of	 the	most	 informed	and	creative	 specialists	






































political	 and	 economic	 connections	 within	 the	 region,	 among	
the	regions	and	on	the	global	level.

































the	 relevancy	of	 the	 researches	performed	by	 IFIMES	with	 the	
relevancy	rate	of	93,00%.	(www.gdnet.org	)
Member	of	Council	of	IFIMES	are:	president	prof.	dr.	Robert	J.	Do-
nia	(University	of	Michigan	and	adviser	of	ICC	in	Hague),	prof.	dr.	
Munther	Al	Fadhal,	(University	of	Stockholm	and	London,	adviser	
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of	PM	of	KRG),	dr.	Mohammed	Sulivany	(Supreme	Court	Judge	of	
Iraq’s	Kurdistan	federal	region),	dr.	Sandra	Bašić	Hrvatin	(Univer-
sity	of	Ljubljana),	dr.	Jernej	Pikalo	(University	of	Ljubljana),	prof.	
dr.	Mirko	Pejanović,	(Dean	of	the	Faculty	of	Political	Sciences	of	
the	Sarajevo	University	and	member	of	the	War	Presidency	of	the	
Republic	Bosnia	and	Herzegovina	(1992	–	1995),	Breda	Razdevšek	
(Attorney	 from	Ljubljana),	 Janez	Škrabec	(founder	and	director	
of	the	Riko	Group)	etc.
Directors	of	IFIMES	are	Bakhtyar	Aljaf	and	Zijad	Bećirović.
Ljubljana,	December,	2005
